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Abstract. Nowadays, many enterprises collaborate forming a collaborative
enterprise network in order to achieve competitive and sustainable advantages.
These collaborative enterprise networks are operating many times under a
glocal approach, which means that they have less time to react, to properly
evolve and more challenges to face, mainly the fact of operate both locally
(product design, sales) and globally (manufacturing, distribution). In this
context, collaborative enterprise networks need to manage not only their classic
operations (costs, quality, response, flexibility, etc) but they also need to
integrally incorporate to their management and decision-making systems their
collaborative practices regarding evolution and innovation. Then, this work
presents an evolved performance measurement system to manage collaborative
enterprise networks operations including co-innovation and co-evolution
practices. Such a system has got four phases and, through the identification and
quantification of relationships among performance elements, it offers a new
management approach, which will provide collaborative enterprise network
decision-makers with additional and meaningful information.
Keywords: Collaborative enterprise network; operations; glocal; co-innovation;
co-evolution.

1 Introduction
Currently, it is a common practice to do business in globalized markets under a
collaborative approach, constituting a Collaborative Enterprises Network (CEN).
Additionally, global markets dictate conditions difficult to achieve at the same time
such as highly customized products/services (even locally customized), to be offered
in high amounts (products/services produced and supplied from geographically
distributed enterprises), within very short lifecycles and volatile business
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environments. This approach represents what it is widely known as Glocal approach:
to think globally and to act locally. From a CEN point of view, this implies to
coordinate many complex operations at a global level in order to supply products and
services that are responding to the gathered locally identified customers’ needs and
tastes. The associated challenges are, even nowadays with all the technological and
managerial advances at disposal, of enormous proportions. Further, if taking into
consideration the timely factor, it seems evident that the customers’ needs and tastes,
the market evolution and trends and the own CEN are dynamic and should evolve
over time. Focusing on the CEN level, its individual partners should be able to evolve
together in order to be able to adapt to both customer and markets changes for not
getting dismissed from the marketplace, what it can be seen as a co-evolution process
of the CEN. In addition to this co-evolution issue, if a CEN wants to be competitive
over time, it must be able to design and offer innovative products and services, which
is known as co-innovative products and services process. In this process, customers
could also be invited to participate during the innovation process, adopting new roles
and even being formally part of the CEN [1]. But a CEN cannot be only a source of
locally customized products and services to be produced and supplied in a global
basis but it must also make it efficiently. This implies to control and manage the
CEN’s operations in order that the CEN will be cost-efficient, robust, with a high
degree of responsiveness, etc. Then, tools and mechanisms that will help to properly
manage CEN operations from a dynamic point of view are needed. This paper deals
with the co-evolution issue from a decision-making point of view, presenting a
methodology that will be able to improve both CEN’s short-term decisions and
CEN’s strategic long-term definition.
The next section looks at the academic literature that have dealt, in some manner,
with this approach, setting the basis for the framework developed in this work: A
performance measurement system to manage CEN operations, whose base is to
identify and quantify the existing relationships among performance elements, it is
presented in the point 3. Lastly, point 4 highlights some findings from a real
application of the proposed system.

2 Background

2.1 CEN co-evolution
As stating above, a CEN is dynamic and it changes over time, not only from an
external point of view (due to exogenous factors) but also from an internal one (due to
endogenous factors). All these factors are influencing over the CEN’s lifecycle whose
main states are next explained [2]. After a first phase of Creation where the partners
are stated together with their duties, responsibilities, etc., the Operations phase takes
place. It is within this phase when the CEN develops its main tasks of product/service
design, manufacturing, distributing, etc. This is the natural state of a CEN. Within this
Operations phase, it is the sub-phase called Evolution that takes place when there are
non-significant changes in members, roles, etc. [2]. Nowadays, CEN evolution is not
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seen in isolation but it must be carried out under a collaborative approach, forming the
called co-evolution. The ability to get adapted to environmental and internal changes
within shorter and shorter product/services lifecycles, together with the need to
efficiently and timely respond to changes makes individual evolutions of CEN
members not longer efficient and demands a collaborative response. Therefore, there
is a crescent need to manage such a co-evolution of a CEN from an integrated point of
view, assessing its degree and its impact over the whole CEN’s operations. Finally, a
CEN may experiment a Metamorphosis when a great change in the CEN takes place
or a Dissolution that it is when the CEN does not exit anymore [2].
Then, co-evolution practices and actions are becoming more and more important
and, then, they should be incorporated in an integrated manner to the CEN’s decisionmaking tools and mechanisms. It is important to point out that this work deals with all
types of CEN, as long as they have previously, as starting point, formally defined a
set of strategic objectives and associated KPIs.
2.2 CEN co-innovation
One of the most recent collaborative forms is the collaborative innovation or coinnovation. Within this co-innovation form, [1] mentions the next relevant
features/elements:
• Understanding the innovation process.
• Brainstorming.
• Value identification.
• Mechanisms for safety/protection.
• Trust management.
• Supporting sharing activities.
All of these are important and to take into account when undertaking collaborative
innovation practices. From an assessment point of view, the value identification is the
one that has more to do with performance measurement systems. Further, at the CEN
context, the value identification is carried out in a subjective way, as it is presented in
[3]. They develop a set of qualitative assessments methods for assessing the called
Value Systems in a CEN by applying fuzzy casual maps. The objective is to integrate
multiple aspects regarding the alignment of value systems within a CEN, where
different member has got different values and preferences.
Additionally, when looking deeper at the glocal concept, it is evident that
nowadays the customer demands products/services that are more customized than
ever. If these products/services are going to be operated through a CEN, this implies
that new efforts regarding, among others, co-innovation should be done. Then, [1]
identifies the called “customer involvement” as one of the most important task to
accomplish. This implies that not only the CEN members, but also the customers,
should participate when innovation is at stake. It is even mentioned that the customer
could become a member of the CEN, extending therefore the approach of customers
participating on product design of individual companies.
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Therefore, co-innovation practices are an important part of the current CEN’s
operations and, therefore, they need to be integrally taken into account within the
CEN’s management system.

2.3 CEN operations
Regarding a CEN’s operations: how can be these controlled and managed in the
current business ecosystem? There are numerous approaches developed during the
last years that deal with managing a CEN’s performance that is already working under
operation [4,5,6,7]. All these frameworks manage performance by linking the stages
of both creation and operation through the whole CEN lifecycle. However, none of
them provides any direction on how to measure and manage overtime a CEN’s
operations by taking into account the results achieved by the performance
measurement in the previous period as an input for the current period definition.
Additionally, these works do not establish any meaningful link between the defined
performance elements (mainly between the defined strategic objectives and the
performance indicators), when it is widely accepted that these elements are intrinsic
linked [8]; further, there is not yet any framework at the CEN context that identifies
and quantifies these relationships. Additionally, a CEN’s operations should be not
taken as isolated in the current glocal business environment. Derived from the
previously introduced, co-evolution and co-innovation are key issues that are directly
and strongly impacting over a CEN’s operations performance. Therefore, this work
has gathered all this together and, in the next point, presents an innovative and
evolved performance measurement system to manage CEN operations, integrating not
only the classic operations such as cost, quality, responsiveness, etc, but also
performance elements regarding the CEN’s degree of co-evolution and co-innovation.

3
A Performance Measurement System to Manage CEN
Operations (PMS-CEN OP)
This point presents the developed Performance Measurement System to manage CEN
operations (PMS-CEN OP). The main tasks to be developed within each of the phases
are next introduced:
• Phase 1. Definition of the CEN’s targets and associated responsibilities. In
this first phase, the accorded CEN targets are defined. This is a complex
process, as all the different CEN partners must reach an agreement at both
the strategic and the associated operational levels. Then, they must agree
on the strategic objectives (called in this paper indistinctly targets) to be
pursued during the next time-period (usually one year). It should be kept
in mind that a given individual member of the CEN might have some own
individual strategic objectives that are in conflict with some of the
strategic objectives that the CEN aims to define. Negotiation processes
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must then be carried out, as this initial phase is key for the CEN’s success.
Regarding the CEN’s strategic objectives, these will be defined according
to the CEN’s strategic line that needs to be covered in this precise
moment. For instance, if the CEN wants to compete under a strategic line
of “operational excellence”, the strategic objectives to be defined will
have to be about reducing the CEN’s operational time, augmenting the
CEN’s responsiveness, augmenting the CEN’s robustness, etc.
Additionally, the PMS-CEN OP allows CEN decision-makers to define
strategic objectives that have to do with both co-innovation and with coevolution. These objectives can be defined under a more general context,
and should focus on issues such as the CEN’s co-innovative practices,
success, members participating, degree of response, etc., and also on the
CEN’s co-evolution state, tasks, adaptations, etc. This will provide a
complete definition of strategic objectives, moving then to define
associate key performance indicators (KPIs). These KPIs will check out
whether the associated strategic objectives have been reached or not. The
KPIs will be of different nature regarding their frequency and units of
measurement. The final task within this phase is to allocate
responsibilities of each CEN member over each of the defined objectives.
This is an innovative and important point in order to properly carry out
the last phase of this framework. If the responsibilities of each member is
well limited and defined and everybody has agreed on this point, when the
leading (or cause) performance elements have been identified and
quantified within the PMS-CEN OP, the actions to be taken will be more
easily defined and assigned.
• Phase 2: Identification of metrics’ relationships. Once the strategic objectives
and associated KPIs have been defined, the PMS-CEN OP starts to
operate and the KPIs start to measure and store data. This data contains
important information, which is usually ignored, as it reveals patterns and
behaviors that, when extended to the KPIs and strategic objectives levels,
it is the source of valuable additional information. Then, it is possible to
think in identifying relationships, in a quantitative manner, between the
defined KPIs. Different techniques may be used depending of the number
of observations, number of KPIs, missing values, etc. Some techniques
that might be used are the well-known Multi-Criteria Decision Aid
techniques; being widely used the Analytic Network Process [9]. On the
other hand, it is also possible to apply statistical techniques such as
correlation analysis, multiple regression or principal component analysis.
The results are sets of cause-results KPIs. This mean that, when a cause
KPI changes in value over time it makes that a result KPI changes too.
From a decisional point of view, this means that this framework offers the
possibility of focusing on less KPIs (the cause ones) when making
decisions. Further, it allows bringing together relationships between all
the defined KPIs, operational, co-innovation and co-evolution ones.
• Phase 3: Projection of relationships to targets/strategic objectives level.
Additionally, the found relationships can also be projected towards the
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associated strategic objectives, carrying then out similar reasoning but at
the strategic level (Figure 1 illustrates this tasks). This implies that, with
the application of this framework, it might turn out that, for example, a
certain co-evolution KPI (associated to the strategic objective of “Degree
of adaptability to business requirements of the CEN”) is the cause of a
KPI that measure the global CEN cost (and associated to a strategic
objective of “Reducing the CEN cost in a 10%”), when projecting these
cause-effect relationships to the targets level, it will be possible to
conclude that positive changes on the CEN’s degree of adaptability are
leading to reach a lower CEN cost. This type of analysis is an innovative
one at the CEN context and it provides decision-makers with important
and additional information.
• Phase 4: Allocation of responsibilities. It is necessary to keep in mind that
the PMS-CEN OP works at the CEN level but that there another lower
level: the individual CEN members level. Then, once that the cause-effect
relationships between performance elements have been establish and
decisions made, this phase offers an innovative approach of responsibility
allocation between the different members of the CEN.

Finally, it is important to point out that all the efforts carried out when applying the
PMS-CEN OP should be taken into account in the next period when defining again
the CEN’s performance elements.

Fig. 1 PMS-CEN OP

4 Application
Generally speaking, it is possible to enumerate a list, from a general viewpoint, of
useful KPIs to apply to measure CEN operations. Therefore, these KPIs are
susceptible of being used at this context. Some examples of KPIs are the following:
“Number of collaborative methodologies for improving resource efficiency and
overall added value”, “Definition of best practices and guidelines to re-engineer intercompany operations collaboratively in order reduce and eliminate wastes”, “Number
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of business opportunities identified within the life-cycle of manufacturing products”,
“Number of supply chain reconfigurations”, “Number of business model
innovations”,
“Expected
improvement
of
the
overall
equipment
effectiveness/functional unit in the value chain”, etc. However, each CEN will have
different needs in terms of operations and defined performance elements as well as
different maturity degree regarding the necessary expertise to implement the PMSCEN OP.
This point aims to be illustrative in terms of presenting the main results coming
from applying the PMS-CEN OP to a CEN that manufactures and supplies bathroom
furniture. Then, as a result of applying phases 1, 2 and 3 several important (with
strong intensity) targets cause-effect relationships were found. Further, 17 important
cause-effect relationships were found and studied, being the different effect KPIs
from the Financial (7), Customer (2), Internal Processes (6) and Learning and Growth
(2) perspectives. Proper decision-making analyses were carried out for each of these
17 cause-effect relationships in order to improve the additional information to make
better decisions at the CEN level and, extensively, being more efficient.
For instance, it was identified that the strategic objective F1 (Increment 5% net
profit) was directly affected by F3 (decrement in a 10% product development costs),
C5 (Increment in a 15% the percentage of new products based on customer
input/design) and P1 (Decrement stock variability in a 15%). This means that the
CEN should focus on achieving F3, C5 and P1 in order to successfully achieve F1. As
a result of allocating responsibilities, it was clearly stated which CEN members
should focus more on achieving these cause strategic objectives, resulting on a more
coordinated and smooth actions. Since F1 was the most important strategic objective,
it was decided to include it again in the next period PMS definition and, therefore,
F1’s cause strategic objectives (F3, C5 and P1) should be also included in such next
definition, providing dynamicity to such a definition process.
This approach can be applied to any CEN that has a fully operating PMS in terms
of defined objective and associated performance indicators. More applications would
also enrich this initial approach and would, therefore, help to overcome the drawbacks
found during its applications, being the main one the lack of knowledge of people in
the CEN to apply and interpret the additional information that this evolved PMS
points out. Additionally, it would be of great importance to set up some mechanisms
that would make smoother and easier both the negotiation and definition activities
within the CEN members.

5 Conclusions
This work has presented an innovative evolved performance measurement system to
manage CEN operations (PMS-CEN OP). It includes not only the classic operations
but it also incorporates both the co-innovation and co-evolution practices within the
PMS-CEN OP, as in current competitive markets and under the glocal perspective
these practices must be integrally taken into account and introduced within the CEN’s
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management systems. Additionally, the PMS-CEN OP is dynamic (the main results of
applying it in a certain period should be an input to the next period’s definition) and it
applies quantitative techniques in order to identify and quantify cause-effect
relationships among the performance elements.
In terms of future research lines, it can be mentioned the need of further
implementing the PMS-CEN OP to other CENs: Product, service, service-product.
This will allow enriching this first approach and, therefore, it will turn into a better
management tool.
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